INDUSTRY MAGAZINE OF NEWS AND VIEWS

Flexi Magazine is our new regular
publication serving CANZ members,
their clients and customers, and the industry as a whole.
As we go forward, we will bring you
industry news and developments, look
at our key people in profiles, bring you
members’ latest achievements and keep
you up to date with conferences and
meetings of value to your organisation.

Come in from the
COLD! Join CANZ
and benefit from networking, friendship
and plain old good
business ideas!
Space-aged, hi-tech
with a definite WOW!
factor — JEC
Europe expo
blew them away!

CANZ October conference
and trade show is not to be
missed.
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o badly needed by an organisation keen to promote good practice within its membership. So
important for the health and
safety of people working within the composites industry. Such a no-fuss way of simplifying a jungle of regulations, often interpreted
by various local authorities differently. Why
then is the Composites Association of New
Zealand struggling to give effect to its own
Code of Practice?
CANZ Executive Director Michael Grace
says the Code, now on the drawing board
for more than three years, is intended as a
manual encapsulating and putting into plain

speak all current health and safety regulations in operation in various forms throughout the country. Members, especially
smaller fibreglass manufacturers, would
have a clearer and less time consuming way
of understanding their obligations to their
workers and to the industry than by picking
their way through volumes of documents,
often inconsistent and confusing. The Code
has been commended by the General Manager of the occupational Safety and Health
Service R. J. M. Hill.
It is a comprehensive document that
provides practical guidance on managing

Employers have the most duties to perform to ensure the health and safety of
employees.
• Provide and maintain a safe working
environment;
• Provide and maintain facilities for the
safety and health of employees at work;
• Ensure that machinery and equipment
in the place of work is safe for employees;
• Ensure that working arrangements are
not hazardous to employees; and
• Provide procedures to deal with emergencies that may arise while employees
are at work.

HAZARD MANAGEMENT
Employers shall identify and regularly
review hazards in the place of work
(existing, new and potential) to determine whether they are significant hazards and require further action. If an
accident or harm occurs that requires
particulars to be recorded, section 7 (2)
of the HSE Act requires employers to
investigate it to determine if it was
caused by or arose from a significant
hazard.
“Significant hazard” means a hazard
that is an actual or potential cause or
source of serious harm as prescribed in
detail in the Act.

Carbon seats for the jet-age
Invercargill’s Fibreglass Innovations Ltd has
certainly taken the innovative approach to its
latest project, building carbon fibre seat and
pod units for Queenstown’s Shotover Jet
company. FIL manager Gareth Dykes said
units had to be simple, lightweight, strong and
visually appealing.
“So we ended up with a 15mm cored carbon resin infused pod and seat unit. The seat
units also featured exposed carbon weave to
give them the wow factor.”
He said the alloy unit the new seats replaced had to be lifted into the boats with a
hoist in three sections as it was just too
heavy, but the carbon unit with the seats on it
could easily be lifted in by just two people.
“The corecell foam was then thermoformed
in place and a mixture of bi–axis carbon on
both sides was set off with an exposed plain
weave face.”

Units of measurement
Consistency is the keyword and when it
comes to units of measurement, the composites industry could do with some, according to
CANZ member Steve Bond.
Steve has recently embarked on a campaign to bring UOMs into line. However, he
has found not everyone agrees. But not being
one to give up Steve is asking everyone to
again review their position. He points out that
his own inventory features 66 fibre rolls with a
mix of weight, length and square metres being
the UOMs. Surely, says Steve, we can standardise. So much easier for the boys who
have to account for materials on a job, or cost
up a project.

Aeromarine marks 60 years
Timaru composites engineering firm
Aeromarine Industries Ltd this year celebrates
60 years in business — even though the business model has changed somewhat. A young
boatbuilder by the name of Doug Robb
founded what was later to become
Aeromarine and through his son Trevor and
now grandson Simon, the legacy that started
with clinker dinghies has grown to a flourishing Timaru composites engineering business.
Replacing clinker boats has come household
items such as showers and vanities, refrigerated trucks, aircraft bodies and fitments, Magnum speed boats and an ever increasing
range of custom composite products for a
range of industries.
Congratulations to Aeromarine on its silver
anniversary!

health and safety in the manufacture of composites based on synthetic resins
(fibreglass). Adopting the safe work practices in this code will assist employers to
meet their obligations under the Health and
Safety in Employment Act 1992. The code
will also assist employees to be aware of the
health and safety hazards they may encounter at work and how to take the necessary
precautions.
But three years down a “six-month” track
the draft Code has still to be put into effect.
And although he could not predict when
the Code would come into effect, Mr Grace
says most of the work has been done.
“The document is formulated and approved by most of the people who need to
sign it off and it is now before the NZ Standards Authority where we hope it will soon
be accorded a NZS ranking.
“But it’s taken a hell of a long time to
push it past so many people,” he said.
Some major New Zealand catastrophes
might have had something to do with that,
Mr Grace thinks.
“It’s no secret that the Canterbury earthquakes and the Pike River coal mine tragedy have contributed to our delays because
people who would be involved in ratifying
our document have been tied up with inquiries and commitments elsewhere.”
However, Mr Grace says the composites
Code of Practice was now more likely than
ever to be signed off.
“But there are no guarantees.”

The implementation of a Code of Practice within the composites industry is a good
look for a collective of businesses that handles some “pretty nasty stuff” in the way of
chemicals.
“While health and safety is governed in a
general sense by local and regional government regulations, an industry with knowledge of its own practices is the best one to
regulate itself,” Mr Grace said.
The storage of chemicals, use of them,
exclusion of public from restricted areas,
best practice and promotion of training incentives and courses will benefit the industry
across the board, he said. It will also help
attract people into the industry.
“Yes, it’s a good look, but one that
comes with a price,” Mr Grace said.
“We are aware that meeting the Code’s
requirements will impact at different levels
on individual fibreglass factories. Large concerns will not be impacted so much by having to build separate storage sheds for example, while small concerns, perhaps those
who employ between say four and 15 people, will certainly feel the extra cost.
There might be a few sleepless nights
for some proprietors, but Mr Grace did not
think those costs would be passed on to
clients and customers.
“Our industry is extremely competitive
with little opportunity for cost loadings beyond actual production costs so I don’t think
that all of a sudden composites will become
more expensive to those in the general construction industry who see a widened role for
our products in areas like the Christchurch
rebuild and the recreation industry.”

F

or many in business, joining an organisation made up of competitors
seems alien.
Times are tough enough without
spending hard-earned income on subscriptions
and membership fees.
But it’s an argument that’s self-cancelling —
when times are tough even the most competitive
businesses need to align themselves with similar
businesses and, more particularly, business
models. It’s called networking.
To those who are new to any industry, joining
an industry organisation made up of competitors
is a valid business choice, indeed vital.
The Composites Association of New Zealand
has members from a variety of walks of life,
backgrounds and business experience and
that’s where its member organisations are succeeding where lone companies are finding the
trading climate tougher.
CANZ Executive Director Michael Grace is in
no doubt that business networking, even among
companies competing for the same trading dollar, makes sense.
“Business networking with anyone and everyone is essential to the growth of any business,
especially business networking with those in
your industry. Some industries are still young
and by networking with their peers they can all
work together to increase the visibility of each
individual member's business,” Mr Grace says.
No matter if you are an experienced business
professional or new to the industry, there is al-

With a strong history of manufacturing high-tech America’s Cup
yachts and wing sails, and all the
secrecy that goes with that, one
would think that Core Builders Composites Ltd would prefer to operate
behind closed doors.
But showing the value of networking and sharing within the industry its
ideas and plans, the Auckland-based
company recently opened it doors to
CANZ members in a “show and tell”
tour of its sophisticated factory in
Warkworth.
Twelve CANZ members attended
the March expo and according to
marketing manager Susan Lake, the
tour was a resounding success.

She said the tour included viewing
Core’s two five-axis CNC machines
and a 40m AC72 Wing Sail that was
nearing completion, prior to shipping.
“We discussed how we have integrated CNC milling and machining
into our composite manufacturing
processes to become more efficient,”
Susan said.
And there was also quite a lively
discussion over beer, wine and
snacks about the future of the composites industry, she said.
“While Core Builders Composites
has a strong history of manufacturing
high tech racing yachts for Oracle
Racing’s America’s Cup campaigns,
we see the future of the composites

ways something to learn from others. Veteran
industry organisation members have “been there
and done that” so they have the voice of experience to offer. Conversely, industry newcomers
can be an excellent source of new, fresh ideas.
Mr Grace says one of the greatest benefits of
belonging to an industry organisation like CANZ
and attending the regular conferences that feature keynote speakers and valuable power point
presentations actually occurs outside of the conference room — right across the way in a bar or
restaurant in fact.
“A natter over a beer or wine can provide valuable conversation in a more relaxed atmosphere
where a member can perhaps feel more confident in raising business issues one-on-one with
another member.
“Some of the best business ideas and ways to
share staffing issues and experiences can be
shared in this informal environment,” Michael
says.
Other advantages of CANZ membership include workload sharing. With the global resurgence of composites, especially in construction
after earthquakes, some members could well
find they have to outsource some of their projects. If they don't know about you, you won’t
receive an offer of a subcontract.

Join CANZ by simply going to our
website www.composites.org.nz
and clicking on “Join us”.

industry as being very much outside
of the marine industry.
“We are quite excited about a number of challenging industry and infrastructure projects that we currently
have in preliminary stages,” she told
Flexi Magazine.
“We see ourselves primarily as
“prototypers”, assisting customers in
overcoming technical aspects of
manufacturing in composites – be it
in infrastructure, aviation or the marine industry.
“Further we see the future of the
composites industry as one that
works together to take on large projects – similar to our work on the
One of the world’s fastest
AC45s,” Susan said.
sailboats, the AC45.

A wage and salary
survey of members of
the NZ Manufacturers
and Exporters Association has prompted a call
for a similar survey
among CANZ members.
Tony Bridget, from
Advanced Composite
Technology Ltd, says a
suggested co-effort with
the NZ Marine Industry
would give useful information to assist composite and boat building
members remain com-

petitive nationally and
internationally against
other industries.
The NZMEA survey
focuses on the furniture
and joinery sectors and
takes just 10 minutes
online.
In an email to CANZ
director Michael Grace,
Tony says thought
should be given to conducting something similar.
“It would provide useful information.”

The Composites Association of New Zealand is pleased to be
able to announce a Composites Industry panel discussion on the
future of the composites industry.
This will be held on Wednesday 26 June at 4pm at the Centre
for Advanced Composite Materials, University of Auckland,
Tamaki Campus.
The panel discussion will include representatives from New

An action-packed event with a not-to-bemissed line-up of talented speakers and
topics will be a feature of Composites NZ
Conference on October 11 and 12 at the
Waipuna Conference Centre, Mt Wellington, Auckland.
Entitled “Back to Basics” the Conference
and Trade Show 2013 will include the following presentations:

Friday 11 October — (Technical)
A . . . Peter Maloney - Composite Helicopters International.
B . . . Biju Krishnankutty - Scott Bader
Middle East. Fire retardant Fibreglass in
Buildings.
C . . . Tim Smyth/Chris Mellow - Core
Builders Composites. (1) The story of the

It’s the largest composites industry organisation in the world with a network of 250,000
professionals from 100 different countries.
And when Brett Scholes (Sales Engineer –
Synthepol) and Phil Breytenbach (General
Manager of Chemical Specialities Ltd) attended the JEC Europe global conference in
Paris in mid-March, they virtually joined the
space age.
As can be expected, space age materials
and Airbus 380-related parts dominated.
“If you could not at least show a picture of
an Airbus 380 part on your stand – well, then
you probably did not deserve to exhibit in
Paris,” Phil said.
Another significant portion of the exhibition
was allocated to natural fibres. Various leisure and automotive industry-related mouldings were also exhibited.
Exciting was the dominating global chemical company Scott Bader exhibition with various Scott Bader key staff from the UK, the
UAE and elsewhere in the world in attendance, Phil said.
Puffed up with knowledge on the Scott
Bader Crestabond methyl methacrylate
structural adhesives, CrysticROOF roof
waterproofing system, Crystic Crestomer
urethane acrylate structural adhesives and
the well known Crystic world leading gelcoats and resins, Brett and Phil left to return
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Zealand Composite manufacturers, researchers and engineers. Topics discussed will include the progress made in the
composites industry over the past 10 years, the potential for the
immediate future, hurdles that composite solutions currently face
in expanding into new applications and ways to expand the use
of composites use in industrial and infrastructure applications in
New Zealand.

composites industry working together (2)
AC72 and a study of integrated CNC in
manufacturing.
D . . . Mark Kingsford - Staples Rodway
Accountants.
E . . . Tony Stanton - GURIT NZ. The Successful Application of Advanced Composites in the Architectural and Industrial Sectors.
F. . . Lucy Cranitch - PATH Materials Consulting. Projects where composites could
have been used.
G . . . Chris Cranitch - PATH Materials
Consulting. Shrinkage in fibreglass parts.
H . . . Mark Dimond - Air NZ. Composite
repair in aviation.
I . . . Annual General Meeting.
J . . . Public Open Session.

Saturday 12 October (Practical,
including live demonstrations at CACM
University of Auckland Glen Innes campus)
A . . . Repair.
B . . . Fire retardant. flame limiting systems.
C . . . CNC machining of moulds.
D . . . Infusion.
E . . . Spray bag application.
F . . . Mechanical testing.
G . . . Conference dinner (evening)
Come along and learn from experts in
their field and enjoy the opportunity to
network with your colleagues.
Mark it in your diaries NOW!

Brett Scholes (Sales Engineer – Synthepol) and Phil Breytenbach (General Manager) . . . “If
you could not at least show a picture of an Airbus 380 part on your stand – well, then you
probably did not deserve to exhibit in Paris.”

to New Zealand . . .but not before a “quick”
two stations 30 km apart — 8 minutes!
trip on the Shanghai Maglev high speed magWe are looking forward to seeing our Scott
netic levitation train at 301 km/h. From a
Bader colleagues again at the New Zealand
standing start to a complete stop between
Composites Conference in October 2013.

